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editor’s letter
“It’s with some sadness that I’m
writing this editorial because it will
be my last as Registrar of the Hair
Council. After 27 years of fighting
the cause, I’m handing over the reins to someone
who is equally as passionate about the need for
registration as I am.
“I have met so many wonderful and inspiring
people over the years, which makes it even
more frustrating when this fantastically creative,
inspiring and valuable industry is still not
respected by Government, schools and parents.
This being said, there is a shift in the right
direction – especially in Government, where the
realisation of the importance of our industry is
starting to sink in. I can reassure you, the work to
professionalise the hair industry will continue.
“I want to take this opportunity to thank all
registered hairdressers for their continued support
because without you, the Hair Industry would not
have the voice it does now. Please continue to
support the new Registrar – I am confident the
achievements made over the past few years will
continue until the industry is properly recognised
as the profession it is.
“Tickets will be available soon for the House
of Commons tea on 6th June. This event is
extremely popular, so if you would like to go
please register your interest as soon as possible
with ellie@haircouncil.org.uk Don’t forget if you
would like to become more involved with the
Hair or Barber Council, there are a number of
committees to join and have your voice heard
– we always welcome fresh ideas.
“I will miss everything about my job but nothing
more so than the interaction with all our SRH/
SRBs, and I will certainly be watching closely for
the day when we achieve registration for all.
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in the news state registered hairdressers

ON THE MOVE

FIRST TIME MEETING

06

Great excitement as the first meeting
of the new All Party Parliamentary
Group (APPG) took place at
Westminster on 8 December.
The group is charged with
discussing the contribution of hairdressers as small businesses on the
high street, with a remit to consider
all aspects of the industry including registration.
For the first gathering, the room
was packed including a strong
contingent of MPs as well as
industry representatives. Although
it will become more wide-ranging,
this meeting’s agenda was to focus
on mandatory registration for hairdressers, as promoted by the Hair

Council. We heard two passionate and
compelling presentations by Ben
Dellicompagni, MD of Francesco
Group, and Lino Carbosiero,
the Prime Minister’s hairdresser.
Attending as an observer, Keith
Mellen, managing director at Anne
Veck Ltd, remarked:
“I was particularly impressed by
the intelligent, well-informed debate
that followed Ben and Lino’s contributions. Further evidence, as Sally
Styles Registrar for the Hair Council
reminded us, that politicians and
government are now taking the
industry seriously and that mandatory
registration is an achievable goal.”
Bravo.

Shirley Davis-Fox MBE, political
director of the Hair Council, recently
met with with Stephen Crabb MP,
Secretary of State for Wales, and
two Welsh Government ministers;
Deputy Minister for Skills Julie
James AM, and Edwina Hart AM,
Minister for Economy, Science and
Transport, and secured their support
for the campaign. There is a firm
belief in Wales that Hairdressers
are integral to local economies,
bringing regular footfall to the high
street, and that a Cross Party Group
for Hairdressing will be set up in
the National Assembly – a huge
leap forward for the campaign in
Wales.
Shirley is visiting all the colleges
and salons in Wales to talk with
students, salon owners, apprentices
and stylists about State Registration,
and flying off in March to support
the Campaign in Northern Ireland.

ALL FOR ONE, ONE FOR ALL
Inanch Emir SRH is a keen
ambassador for the Hair Council
and we’re proud to have her.
Awarded Best Hair Extension
Specialist at the London Hair &
Beauty Awards 2015 (to add to
a large collection of trophies),
Inanch runs a tight ship at her

London salon where Inanch
and her team do about 60 full
heads of hair extensions a week.
To endorse and underline her
commitment to the #getregistered
campaign, her entire staff is now
State Registered. Get in Inanch
– we like your style.

Recent highlights include a visit
to Spirit Hair in Ystrad Mynach
where salon owner Donna Friend
became a master craftsman and
all of the qualified stylists became
SRH. Presentations were also made
to Tommy’s in North Wales and
Todaro’s in West Wales. And, the
Welsh Think Tank is planning the first
ever State Registered Hairdressers
Day which will take place in the
Senedd April 2017. “I’m extremely
proud of what has been achieved in
Wales over the last 6 months,” says
Shirley. “The register is growing at a
pace. We also have a first in the UK
in that a Welsh salon Kutz ‘n’ Kurlz
currently has 5 Master Craftsmen
stylists.”

fife is first
Hairdressing lecturers from
Fife College have shown their
commitment to the Hair Council
campaign to #getregistered and
signed up as State Registered
Hairdressers.
A team of 27 staff received
their certificates in a mass
ceremony and are proud to
announce that while registration
is not yet mandatory, the College
is committed to the benefits
that it provides in helping raise
industry standards.
Fiona Craig, Curriculum
Manager for Hairdressing at Fife
College is hopeful that other
colleges will now follow suit and

help to set an example: “We
firmly believe that all hairdressers
should be professionally trained,
qualified and registered which
would ensure that standards

are maintained within the
industry and in turn improve
terms and conditions for
hairdressers.” Congratulations
to you all.
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NOT ANOTHER
SALON
A fervent ambassador for Hair
Council, Sophia Hilton SRH is a
woman who enjoys promoting individuality, so no surprise that her
new salon venture is aptly named
Not Another Salon! On London’s
Brick Lane, NAS is a “visual feast
that defies the norm”.
We hugely love the secret
psychedelic 70s style ‘playroom’
hidden behind a bookcase, and
the basement Colour Workshop
resembling an ar tist’s studio.
Innovative touches alongside quality
hairdressing is Sophia’s signature.
We wish her well.
www.notanothersalon.com

www.haircouncil.org.uk
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We’re thrilled to see big
supporters of Hair Council pick
up well-deserved accolades,
and add our congratulations to
State Registered Hairdressers
Michael Young and Gary

Welshman Dafydd Rhys
Thomas SRH has been
appointed by ghd Professional
as their new global education
manager. Still a young mid-20s,
Dafydd has an illustrious CV as a
TV presenter and session stylist,
member of the British Fellowship
for British Hairdressing FAME
team, and winner of British
Hairdressing Awards Wales &
Southwest Hairdresser of the
Year while at Ken Picton Salon.
Impressive.

Hooker who scooped the
Creative Contribution Award
(celebrating design, originality
and flair in visual arts) at the
Living North magazine awards
in December.

Presenting a brand
refresh in London’s
trendy HamYard
Hotel, Viviscal
Professional invited
Errol Douglas MBE
SRH to showcase
the latest stunning
imagery he has
created for the
brand.

www.haircouncil.org.uk

blonde – Cooler and Clearer than ever
COMING SOON
neW blondeS ShadeS to Create PerFeCtlY
lIGht and Clear blonde reSUltS.

PRODUCT news

Browse some of our favourite new launches and must-have products:
Fudge Paintbox has been
relaunched and includes
10 core shades, including
new shades Coral Blush
and Turquoise Days. Lasting
from 3 days to 30, the semipermanent formulations are
ammonia- and peroxide-free.
The hair is conditioned
during the colouring resulting
in increased shine and lustre.
Call: +44 (0) 207 845 6333 or visit: www.fudgeprofessional.com
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Indola Kera Bond is the latest
bond enforcing system to hit the
market. The two-step system –
an additive to the colour mixture
and a post-colour treatment protects the hair during chemical
processes. A tangible reduction
of breakage up to 90% and Hair
Bond Technology combine to
dramatically improve hair quality.
Visit: www.indola.com/uk/

KMS California Tamefrizz
Smoothing Reconstructor is a
deep treatment that nourishes
and smoothes the hair from root
to tip. Concentrated conditioning
agents and the de-frizz system
improve internal hair structure
and reduce visible effects of frizz.
Visit: www.kmscalifornia.com

ASP Kitoko Arte Super
Sleek Cream offers
instant smoothness
while it straightens curly
and frizzy hair. Lasting
up to three shampoos,
this cream protects hair
from heat and humidity.
Call: +44 (0) 1794 527111
or visit www.asphair.com
Paul Mitchell Limited
Edition Cruelty Free
Paddle Brush helps build
body while blow-drying.
The lightweight paddle brush
design provides maximum
control for a smooth finish.
Call: +44 (0) 845 659 0011

La Biosthetique Curl Control Mousse
provides flexible hold and structure
for curly or wavy hair. This is a mousse
without the stickiness and featuring
all the conditioning properties of a gel.
Visit: www.biosthetique.co.uk

Paul Mitchell Marula
Oil Rare Oil Treatment
uses cold-pressed
Marula Oil, packed
with powerful antioxidant and replenishing
oleic acids for instant
hydration, taming and
softness. This treatment
can be applied preshampooing as an enriching
treatment or on damp
hair before blow-drying.
Call: +44 (0) 845 659 0011

ghd azores collection includes three stylers in
beautiful limited edition pearlescent shades perfect
for summer styling. The collection includes; ghd
platinum® styler in serene pearl; and ghd v styler
in atlantic jade or marine azure.Gorgeous!
Visit: www.ghdhair.com

Kevin.Murphy RE.STORE
is formulated with papaya
and pineapple enzymes
combined with Green Pea
Protein to bind moisture
and improve its retention.
Rebuilding the hair from
inside-out, RE.STORE
increases elasticity,
moisture and strength
for deeply nourished
and replenished hair.
Call: +44 (0) 1282 613413

www.haircouncil.org.uk

BaByliss Pro Rapido utilises
a Ferrari-designed MaxLifePRO
brushless motor to deliver highspeed airflow and also significantly
reduces the weight of the dryer,
resulting in excellent blow-drying
results and total stylist comfort.
Visit: www.babylisspro.co.uk

Redken Pillow Proof
Blow Dry Express
Treatment Primer utilises
an innovative dispense
mechanism to deliver
seven styling and hair care
benefits including; heat
protection, longer hold,
reduced of blow-dry time,
stronger and healthier hair,
an anti-breakage formula,
nourishment and works
effectively on all hair types.
Call: +44 (0) 800 085 4956
or visit: www.redken.co.uk
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Joico LumiShine
is a permanent
crème and demipermanent liquid
colour system
with 55 shades
ranging from level
1 to high-lift. The
reduced-ammonia
range leaves hair
replenished and
strengthened with
up to twice the shine.
Visit: www.joico.com

INTERVIEW

The man with a plan
12

Google “Jamie Stevens” and “hair” and you’ll find many pages
on the search engine listing entries for hairdresser Jamie’s
numerous award wins, media coverage including print interviews,
TV shows and advice columns, as well as his years of presenting
shows and seminars. And he’s still well young, too!

Jamie Stevens SRH is only 30-something, but has
gathered such enormous and valuable experience he
can rival many of hairdressing’s elders when it comes
to knowing what’s what. He is possessed of talent and
business nous in equal measure, which affords him great
focus. This chap knows where he’s going and how he
will get there… hard work and determination are key.
Happily, Jamie is a tremendous ambassador for the
Hair Council and the campaign #getregistered.
“I think its massively important for younger hairdressers
to get signed up [to Hair Council] as early as possible,”
says Jamie. ”It is a great opportunity to get involved with a

major part of our industry and work with like-minded
individuals who share the same passion.
“Being part of the Hair Council and seizing the opportunity to become a state-registered hairdresser proves
to your clients you are licensed to do what you do.”
Jamie takes standards and education very seriously.
He opened a Somerset-based family salon at 18-years
old, but still took time in London to work and study
with the likes of Daniel Hersheson and Errol Douglas
(where he was art director for seven years). Hard work
paid off and won Jamie a long stint as the hairdresser
on shows including This Morning, Gok’s Fashion Fix,

www.haircouncil.org.uk
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Hair: Angelo Seminara,
artistic director for Davines.
Colour: Edoardo Paludo. Photographer: Andrew
O-Toole. Make Up: Laura Dominque.
Stylist: Chloe Kerman.

“Being part of the
Hair Council and
seizing the opportunity to
become a state-registered
hairdresser proves to
your clients you are
licensed to do what
you do.”

How to Look Good Naked and latterly The X Factor
– it’s an understatement to say that Jamie is very
well connected with celebrities, beauty editors and
TV producers! In 2012 Jamie opened his second
eponymous salon in Kensington, London, and travels
extensively as an ambassador for brands including
Matrix Haircare.
He has also been recognised for his exceptional
men’s hair work, winning the British Hairdressing Awards
Men’s Hairdresser of the Year Award three times (now
he’s in the BHA’s Hall of Fame), and has been nominated
as British Hairdresser of the Year (the youngest ever
contender) several years running. In October 2015,
Jamie launched his first haircare range, MR. Sold
nationwide in Boots stores. it’s a men’s grooming
collection focusing on thicker, fuller, stronger, hair.
We’re proud to count Jamie Stevens SRH as our
supporter and advocate and hope you find his
energy and drive as inspirational as we do.

www.haircouncil.org.uk

As a thank you for your commitment to helping hairdressers in need,
we have created three exclusive levels to aspire to:

Join the club at www.habb.org
T: 01737 212494 | info@habb.org | @habbcharity | #HairdressersHelpingHairdressers

campaign

Colour transparency
Industry concern on the growth of a new genre of product – colour
additives – prompted Hair Council ambassador and colour expert, Jack
Howard SRH, to work with insurance experts to protect colourists and
salon owners. Gary Crowder at Just Hair shares the important outcome.

16

“In May 2015, celebrity hair colourist and educator,
2015, while were obliged to inform our clients and
Jack Howard SRH contacted us as his insurance
colleagues that mixing additives with colour could
company, to ascertain we would provide him
not be insured, but we could at least confirm that
insurance protection when using a colour additive.
if a salon/freelancer applied the third party additive
His reasoning behind the request was that his colour
independent of colour for strength rebuilding,
house had flatly refused to support the final mix if
insurers would treat this as a normal treatment
used in association with a third party product. Jack
service on the basis that the manufacturers’
was concerned about his position (and that of his
instructions are followed to the letter. This provoked
a fantastic reaction in which clients took it upon
clients) should there be problem.
themselves to contact their colour houses, additive
“Colour/bonding additives became the ‘must
companies (if they were already using or considering
have’ for 2015 as we saw an explosion of new
stocking) and wholesalers to obtain clarification.
products launched in the UK, often referred to as
“Jez Barnett of Innoluxe demonstrated a ‘can-do’
‘game-changers’. These wonder solutions were
approach and willingness to engage in insurance
clearly on the radar on the high street with PR/
matters. Equally, we received supporting information
social media and lifestyle magazines all pushing the
from Colorphlex and industry guidance, which
benefits. However, manufacturers had not thought of
allowed our Insurers to ratify the use of ALL colour
the impact on insurance matters.
additives as stand-alone treatments or when mixed
“The problem is: Insurers who underwrite salons/
with colour; these products must be
freelance and session stylists provide
approved by the Cosmetic Products
an indemnity via their Treatment Risk
Regulation (EC) No 1223/2009 and
wording which is an extension of the Public
obtained solely from EU suppliers.
Liability section of cover. The uniformed
“A joint press release was circulated
wording states that the salon/freelancer
subsequently on behalf of the Hair
must comply with the manufacturers’
Council, HBSA and Just Hair Insurance
guidelines in respect of an application of
confirming that an insurance breakthrough
colour/product. Colour houses distancing
had been reached. Without the help, and
themselves from the final/hybrid mix is not
sheer persistence of Jack Howard SRH,
helpful and herein lies the conundrum.
Sophia Hilton SRH, the Hair Council,
“At Just Hair we wanted to be part of the
HBSA, #HairHour and coverage from key
solution. With Jack Howard SRH and the
trade journals we would have remained
support of Hair Council, we commenced
unable to provide the resolution that was
the frontal assault to obtain answers to
required. Needless to say, we are thrilled.
ensure that salons/freelancers (let alone
Working together can make a difference!”
their clients) are not left exposed.
Jack Howard SRH says: “I love that at
“We required the third-party colour
the Hair Council we can raise standards
additive company/s to confirm that they
Colour houses
and inform. I’m thrilled that Just Hair
in fact took ownership of the mixed
Insurance has managed to make a clear
product. They didn’t play ball. On Twitter,
distancing
insurance issue for all colour additives,
a Wednesday community #HairHour
themselves from
thank you.”
allowed us to air the problem and challenge
the final/hybrid
salons and freelancers to check where
mix is not helpful
they stood if they mixed a bonding
Gary Crowder, Account Director, Just Hair
and herein lies
product. Progress was slow. By October
Insurance www.just-hair-insurance.co.uk

the conundrum.”

www.haircouncil.org.uk

IMAGE-MAKERS

The Hair Council
promotes the highest
standards in skills
and artistry. Here is
our selection of some
beautiful collections
created by salons
and hairdressers
bearing the title SRH.
Be inspired.

The
collections
18
VENERATION
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20
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22
conflict
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the collections darren ambrose

Veneration
The British Hairdresser
of the Year, Darren
Ambrose SRH, created
this beautiful collection
in homage to woman
throughout the ages.
Using an amalgamation
of colour techniques
and couture, the finished
looks are pure artistry.
Hair: Darren Ambrose.
Make Up: Mary Jane Frost.
Photographer: Jenny Hands.
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the collections Robert Masciave

20

Spectrum
There’s an almost ‘superhero’
quality to this powerful collection
from Robert Masciave SRH.
Harmoniously working bold colours
and strong structures together to
create some incredible looks. Pow!
Hair: Robert Masciave.
Hair Colour: Ceri using Revlon Colours.
Make Up: Sascha Rai and Bella Simonsen.
Photographer: Robert Masciave.

www.haircouncil.org.uk
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the collections Michelle Griffin

Conflict
Strong shapes and beautiful colour have been used to sophisticated
effect in this grungy, military-style collection from Michelle Griffin SRH.
Showcasing a variety of techniques and skills; Michelle, we salute you.
Hair: Michelle Griffin @ Griffin’s. Make Up: Vicky Johnston. Stylist: Bernard Connolly. Photographer: Richard Miles.
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Help boost your business
Give your customers an easier and more
convenient way to pay.

Did you know that you don’t have
to use card acceptance services of
your bank? That means you are free
to choose a payment provider who
could help you get more value from
card acceptance services. At First Data
Merchant Solutions, we understand
that taking card payments is critical to
your business.

Choose a solution that’s right for you
Competitive card processing rates
Ability to accept all major credit and debit cards
Simple, secure and reliable card acceptance
in-store, over the phone or online through your
website
Industry leading payment specialists
Expertise in managing your compliance with
industry standard regulations
UK based call centres and payment experts to
advise and support you

Call 0330 123 453 or visit firstdatams.co.uk

First Data Merchant Solutions, a member of the First Data group which provides secure and innovative payment technology and
services to more than six million merchants internationally; from high street shops to the world’s largest corporations.
First Data Merchant Solutions is a trading name of First Data Europe Limited, a private limited company incorporated in England
(company number 02012925) with a registered address at Janus House, Endeavour Drive, Basildon, Essex, SS14 3WF. First Data
Europe Limited is authorised and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority (FCA register No. 582703).
© 2015 First Data Corporation. All Rights Reserved. All trademarks, service marks, and trade names referenced in this material are
the property of their respective owners.

penny etheridge hairdressing business

Annual business health check
When you have been in business for a long time it’s hard to keep the motivation going.
Penny Etheridge has 30+ years experience in the hair and beauty industry and runs
Radiant Hair Consultancy and is perfectly placed to advise on what to do now!
• Education
“Without putting a dampener on 2016, obstacles
will get built up along the way all through life and
a) skills training
business. We are all allowed to hit the occasional
b) business training
“brickwall in business”, and as a former salonowner
c) training courses
no one knows that better than me. However! Self• Team events
pity is a very warm coat to wear, so, if you are having
a) social
a bit of a no confidence vote in yourself at the start
b) industry events
of 2016, let me help you here with a simple idea that
• Customer Care
has worked for me in the past. To get the sparkle
a) salon average spend
b) salon retention
back into you and your business, how about giving
c) new clients
your business an annual health check?
“An MOT is a compulsory annual check for all
• Overheads
a) products
vehicles on the road, and compulsory for a reason:
b) wages
we need to be sure that the car we are driving is safe,
c) utilities
and can be relied upon. In other words we can trust
d) marketing
that our vehicle serves the purpose for which we
“To measure the health of each area I would
have it. Do we always trust our business to do what it
suggest a simple marking system of A, B, C on
is we want it to do? Do we run a regular check to see
each area you have in the checklist. A is great.
that all areas of our business are running to their best
So you need to maintain, monitor, and then invite
ability? Often such checks get pushed to one side
new suggestions so it doesn’t become tired. Use
for what’s seen as more important issues. But if we
A as a confidence tool to boost you and your team
don’t really know what is working well or not in our
that there are areas you truly excel in. B is good.
business, how can we trust our business to take us
Needs to be further developed. A closer look at a
to where we want to go?
few changes to make it an A but nevertheless, a
“To start the health check, put together a list of
well-functioning area that has a great potential to
key issues that are important to your business. This
be excellent. C is average. Needs new direction.
list needs to be clear and simple. At this stage don’t
A fresh approach. Different style of
over-analyse. The health check can then be
leadership. Change of planning. Close
communicated clearly back to the team in a
monitoring to achieve a B in 6 months
way that means everyone understands the
could be the goal.
health of the business they are part of.
“I hope you have found this useful, now
“Once the areas are broken down they
go ahead and enjoy the rest of 2016! The
need to have these 4 questions answered
golden core of leadership is the ability to
then each given an overall mark.
raise aspirations including your own.”
1) What was achieved in 2015?
2) How was it achieved?
3) What needs to be achieved in 2016?
4) How will it be achieved?
“The areas to be considered could look
Penny offers one to one consultancy as
like this:
well as team training sessions. All SRH
•M
 arketing
hairdressers can enjoy a 25% discount
a) social media
for services undertaken. For more
b) consumer events
Often such
c) promotional campaigns
information call 07768383954 or email
checks get pushed
d) customer data
penny@radianthairconsultancy.com

www.haircouncil.org.uk

to one side for
what’s seen as
more important
issues.’
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david wright hairdressing business

What’s new?
Business advisor David Wright BA (Hons) FIPD,
knows what’s what in employment law and helpfully
guides us through some of the new changes in 2016

26

“Throughout the coming year, the Government will
pay etc. increase each year. It has already been
have more surprises for us, but let’s look at what we
announced these rates will be frozen in 2016.
know is coming up:
• Legitimate Apprenticeships and the Levy.
• National Living Wage. The ‘living wage’ of £7.20/
The Government will outlaw education providers
hour is payable to workers aged over 25 on 1st April
from using the term “apprenticeship” where it is
2016 and is 50p/hour above the existing minimum
applied to describe a scheme that is not a statutory
wage for this age. It will increase the wage bill
apprenticeship. That means it doesn’t meet the
by £20 per week based on a 40 hour week,
required criteria of being for 12 months and leading
which is approximately £1000 a year per employee.
to a nationally-recognised qualification. Currently
Prepare for this and examine related issues like
this will only apply to training providers and not
commission rates.
employers offering independent apprenticeships
• Pensions Auto-Enrolment. The phased
(However, employers claiming to train “apprentices”
outside of the rules run the risk of a heavy fine under
compulsory introduction means that smaller
employers must begin grappling with it in 2016 and
the national minimum wage rules.) The Government
2017 and employers should now have their staging
has formally recognised that there are many
or implementation date. There are many providers
employers that offer high-quality apprenticeships
out there charging different amounts to implement
and so employers will be able to offer their own,
and manage the scheme, so you need to
fully funded apprenticeships. More
shop around and compare costs as the
controversial is the plan to introduce
employer’s contribution will be significant!
an apprentice levy. The apprenticeship
The eventual cost is £% of the employee’
levy will come into effect in April 2017,
gross pay.
at a rate of 0.5% of an employer’s pay
The fact that employed staff will now have
bill. A £15,000 allowance for employers
will mean that the levy will only be paid
a pension scheme might also result in
some self-employed staff revisiting the
on employers’ pay bills over £3 million.
benefits of keeping self-employed status
It is estimated that less than 2% of UK
and vice versa.
employers will pay the levy.
• Zero Hours Contracts. From January
• NMW Fines. With the introduction of
2016 it is no longer legal to have an
the National Living Wage, from April 2016,
exclusivity clause in ‘zero hours’ contracts.
the penalty for non-payment of the NMW
An exclusivity clause stops employees
will be 200% of the amount owed, unless
working for other employers even though
the arrears are paid within 14 days. The
they have no guarantee of work. Dismissing
maximum fine for non-payment will be
An exclusivity
someone for working elsewhere would be
£20,000 per worker. Employers who fail to
clause stops
automatically unfair dismissal.
pay will be banned from being a company
employees
• Holiday Pay. There is a number of test
director for up to 15 years!”
working for other
cases awaiting decision at the European
Court. It is highly likely that holiday pay
If you want help, for the annual fee of just
employers even
will be required to include an element
£225 (a 10% discount on the normal fee)
though they have
contact David on 07930 358067
of average commission and probably
no guarantee
also additional hours or overtime worked
or 01302 563691, or email
of work.’
by staff.
info@davidwrightpersonnel.co.uk.
• Statutory Pay Rates. Normally rates
You can also take a look at his website
of statutory sick pay, statutory maternity
at www.davidwrightpersonnel.co.uk

www.haircouncil.org.uk

hellen ward hairdressing business

Apprenticeships are the future
Hellen Ward is a director at the Richard Ward salon in London and also
works as a business consultant and educator, sharing her extensive
hairdressing expertise. She is the current chairperson for the Fellowship
for British Hairdressing and author of several books on salon management
for City & Guilds. Follow her words of advice for Hair Council members:

“I read recently an article headlined ‘Being an
corporate world coming full circle. She envisaged
apprentice is better than studying for a mediocre
a return to the time when CEOs had to have a vast
degree’. It featured a report suggesting schoolexperience of what they did from the bottom up
leavers with the grades only to get into a mediocre
in order to climb the corporate ladder, and that
university may be financially better off taking up an
graduates will be the losers. I think she’s going to be
apprenticeship. Analysis by the Sutton Trust Charity
proved right.
found that youngsters who carry out high quality
“There is no doubt that our apprentices are
apprenticeships earn more on average than those
our future. According to my friends at the NHF,
who go to non-elite universities, says the Daily Mail.
we are the 10th most popular apprenticeship
“For as long as I can remember, many of the
in the country. There were 15,000 hairdressing
leading business leaders in the UK have advocated
apprenticeships starts in 2013/14 and that number
that hands-on industry and relevant experience can
looks set to continue to grow. Isn’t that a comfort in
be more valuable than many of the ‘mickey mouse’
this digital, virtual, on-line age?
degrees on offer to university graduates.
“Most salon owners I know greatly value
Outside hairdressing, some of the
their apprentices. We’ve long held the belief
country’s most successful entrepreneurs
that if you grow your own, you rarely need
were formerly apprentices – from celebrity
to recruit from the outside. Taking on staff
chef Jamie Oliver to late fashion designer
that haven’t grown up with your systems
Alexander McQueen. Learning a business
and practices means expensive re-training
from grass roots up is essential. And the
and integration into the fantastic ‘family’
value that the accompanying hands-on
ethos you can create when everyone
experience brings to an individual, and
has come through the ranks and risen to
ultimately to a company is not lost on an
success as a team.
employer.
“Apprentices get given a bad name
“Hairdressing is one of the biggest
– those who don’t align with our thinking
employers of apprentices in the UK. It’s a
often see them as a source of cheap labour
tried and tested path followed by a host
for employers. And sometimes that’s true
of the leading names in our sector – from
in our industry, unfortunately. Not everyone
uses this potentially lucrative platform
Nicky Clark and Errol Douglas to my very
Apprentices
own hubby, Richard Ward (and myself,
as the recruitment tool that it should be.
get given a bad
might I add!). Not many people know that
And that must change. We must ensure
name – those
I was a hairdresser (not a very good one,
we behave responsibly and improve our
who don’t align
granted) but not a day goes by when
somewhat tarnished image to highlight just
with our thinking
I don’t draw from this hugely valuable
how valuable apprenticeships can be.”
often see them
experience. The best way to understand
your job, and the jobs of the people who
Hellen Ward is a leading educator, author and
as a source of
work for you, is after all, to have done
lecturer making her the definitive Business
cheap labour for
them yourself.
Guru for our industry. She is also Chairman
employers
“A very respected businesswoman
of the Fellowship for British Hairdressing,
friend of mine once told me some years
and Chairman of the government initiative
ago that she saw the business and
Trailblazers for the hairdressing sector.

www.haircouncil.org.uk
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you too can become a master craftsman

Congratulations
to these
new Master
Craftsmen
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The Hair Council are pleased
to announce the brand new
Master Craftsman Diploma
for Barbers. This prestigious
award now recognises barbers
in their own right. Hairdressers
and barbers can join the likes
of Lino Carbosiero MBE (main
image), Mark Coray, Anne Veck,
Andrew Barton and other industry
professionals in celebrating
their skills and qualifications by
applying to become recognised
as a master of your craft. If you
have been a State Registered

Hairdresser or Barber for over
two years and have management
or teaching experience you may
be eligible to become a Master
Craftsman in Hairdressing or
Barbering. This prestigious and
select hairdressing award puts
you among the cream of British
hairdressing and barbering.
The Master Craftsman Diploma
comes in four different formats
and all new Master Craftsmen
will be listed on the new Hair
Council website – see your name
at www.haircouncil.org.uk

For more
information
on how
to become
a Master
Craftsman
contact the
Hair Council on
020 8760 7010

Joseph A Glossy. Stratford,
Milton Keynes
Susan Johnson, Fleetwood,
Lancashire
Rachael Lomax, Thetford,
Norfolk
Sarah-Jane Ford, Street,
Somerset
Donna Carr, Gateshead, Tyne
and Wear
Alison Attwood-Rees, Caerphilly,
Mid Glamorgan
Alison Scattergood, Peterlee,
County Durham
Natalie Smith, Royston,
Cambridgeshire
Joy Edwards, Ebbw Vale,
Blaenau Gwent
Sarah Kenward, Ebbw Vale,
Blaenau Gwent
Laura Lentle, Ebbw Vale,
Blaenau Gwent
Kelly Jennings, Treharris,
Mid Glamorgan

hairdressing and barbersing award presentations

Silver Metal Plaque
on a black mount
in quality silver
frame

Burnished Brass
Plaque
mounted on faux
dark wood

Diploma in
Hairdressing
in a specially
made frame

Silver Metal
Plaque
in a modern-look
acrylic frame

www.haircouncil.org.uk

grooming

The
barber’s place

30
GROOMING

From boutique to classic, modern to retro,
barbershops come in all shapes and sizes,
as do barbers! As well as creative and technical
skills, the key to building a good business is
education, business knowledge and a marketing
strategy. There’s so much information to share,
we’ve decided to dedicate a larger section of
the Hair Council to #getregistered barbering.
But we’re relying on you to keep us informed
too, so don’t be shy! Get in touch with your news,
stories and ideas. Email contact@haircouncil.org.uk
29
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Facebook guys
A shout out to everyone State
Registered Barber (SRB) who
has shared their work on THE
BARBERS POST Facebook
page. Nice work guys… here are
some of our favourites!

Barber Council
question time
The Barber Council was set
up two years ago after the Hair
Council registrar asked the
Secretary of State if barbers
could be recognised in their
own right (with Mike Taylor from
the British Barbers Association
being instrumental in securing
registration for barbers, too).
Made up of senior barbers
and educators along with
representatives from industry
associations, the wholesale
trade, manufacturers, journalists
and qualification-awarding
organisations, The Barber
Council meet quarterly (on a
voluntary basis) to discuss how to
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strengthen the barbering industry
and move forward with one voice,
as well as looking at ways to
promote registration.
To help communicate and
share ideas, and to better explain
the campaign to #getregistered,
a special Question Time, hosted
by members of the Hair Council
and the Barber Council, will be
held at Barber UK on 23rd May in
Birmingham. The tickets to this
event are FREE on a first come
first served basis!

www.haircouncil.org.uk

Movember
The newly formed All Party
Parliamentary Group (APPG) on the
hair industry showed support for
Movember by organizing a ‘wetshave’ for participating MPs in the
House of Commons. Chris Foster
and Gary Machin, both registered
professional barbers took over the

House of Commons barbershop
(with thanks to Aston & Fincher for
the use of their chairs) to perform the
necessary. Smiles all round for the
clean finishes.

Men on trend
So it’s bye bye to the high-shine, structured
styles of last year and hello dramatic
statement looks, with modern twists on
classic styles with natural texture or matt
finished the big influencer, according to
the experts. Our men in the know are Mike
Taylor at the British Barber Association
working with premium mens grooming
brand The Bluebeards Revenge to deliver
the lowdown on trends for 2016. And the

Most Wanted
Good photography will help to
draw in clients and promote
your barbershop. Yes keep the
focus on the hair but you can still
be creative. Here’s a look at a
mugshots collection from Gareth
Clark SRB, with photography by
Neal Reed. Nicely done!

big news? Beards are still the big story!
A regular trim with a beard trimmer set to
around 3mm-4mm to maintain length, is
the advice, with good skincare a must to
avoid redness and irritation. Sideburns are
having a moment, too, worn with a beard
or solo as lambchops. So get to it, and
channel your inner George Best, Bradley
Wiggins or Tom Jones!
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Beardy man
Recently seen on ITV’s This Morning
(talking about how the beard is here to stay)
traditional hairdresser and barber, Joth Davis
is a great advocate of barbershops offering
traditional cuts and shaves. “We try and
make it a hub, rather than somewhere to go
and get a haircut,” says Joth.
At his Savills Male Grooming emporium in
Sheffield (1,000 square feet on Chapel Walk),
the shop is closed on a Saturday afternoon,
and the premises turn into a music and
relaxation venue. We’re loving his gorgeous
Sheffield premises.

www.haircouncil.org.uk

grooming interiors

New tradition
An interesting take on modern barbering
from Barrie Stephen in Leicester. In the
past year he has focused on the role
of a barbershop as an important part
in the fabric of British culture, where
the emphasis is on creating a fantastic
place to socialize as well as indulge in
cuts and grooming.
Utilising a ‘dead zone’ in one of his
city centre salons, Barrie reconfigured
the space as The Barber’s Lounge
(at King Street, Leicester City Centre),
with dedication to barbering (not just
mens hairdressing) including furnishings
and fittings to suit. In 12 months his
financial success is notable and the
local renoun of the Barber’s Lounge
affirmed.
We’re particularly intrigued by the
annual VIP membership – for a one
off fee, clients may visit as often as
they wish, be that weekly, fortnightly,
monthly or quarterly. Neat idea!
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GROOMING products

For the boys – our choice of
newbies to interest your clients

Bluebeards Revenge Military Brush is
ideal for keeping shorter styles in check.
The rubber-cushioned, beech woodhandled brush is densely packed with
boar bristles that help condition the
scalp and remove dandruff to boot.
Visit: www.bluebeards-revenge.co.uk

Reuzel Pomade RED has a hold
as strong as a wax. Producing
a high shine finish, the water
based formula rinses out like
a gel. Blended with a subtle
vanilla coke fragrance, hair is
kept in place all day yet remains
soft and without flaking.
Visit: www.reuzelpomade.com

Alchemy Peppermint Beard
Remedy promotes growth
and will soften and tame even
the most unruly bristles with
its all-natural formula.
Visit: www.alchemyoils.co.uk

Andis ProFoil Lithium Titanium
Foil Shaver is driven by a robust
rotary motor running at 9400
RPM, providing consistent
comfort and high-standard
results. With a centrally-located
power switch, the ProFoil is
easily controlled by the thumb
making it an ideal tool for both
left- and right-hand users.
Call: +44 (0) 1227 713 311
or visit: www.andis.com
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Jack Dean Shaving System is
a four-step process developed
to specifically help barbers with
the hot towel shaving service.
The system is made up of a Pre
Shave Cleansing Cream, Shaving
Soap. Facial Toning Spray,
Moisturizing Aftershave Brush,
Synthetic Bristle Shaving Brush
and a Pure Badge Hair Shaving
Brush. Tel: +44 (0) 800 262 509

Kent Beard Brush has returned after a 100-year hiatus. The handmade brush features a beech wood handle and natural bristles
that have been cut into an ergonomic wedge to improve
performance. Call: +44 (0) 1442 23 26 23
or visit: www.kentbrushes.com

Kérastase Bain Densité
Homme is a daily care
shampoo designed to improve
density of the hair. Using new
technology including Biotin
and Texturising Polymers,
the scalp feels clean and
light after use, fibers look
and feel dramatically thicker
and more dense.
Visit: www.kerastase.co.uk

www.haircouncil.org.uk

The Iconic

               
         

   

       

THE DENMAN D3 SEVEN-ROW STYLING BRUSH.
Often copied, never equalled.

Hair
Council

Denman supports the
#getregistered campaign
as the way forward
for professionalising
the hairdressing and
barbering industry

